


KYIV OFFICE MARKET 
SNAPSHOT

1. PRIME - historical center of Kyiv, where the main street of
the city is located

2. SHEVCHENKIVSKIY - area in the central part of Kyiv,
where predominantly reconstructed business centers are
situated

3. PODIL – always high demand area due to wide range of
infrastructure with mainly small to medium scale business
centers

4. PECHERSK - elite area in the heart of Kyiv with
perspectives for office schemes development

5. OLIMPIYSKIY - “the new center”, represented by large-
scale modern business centers with efficient planning. The
majority of Olimpiyskyi submarket business schemes are
concentrated along Velyka Vasylkivska str.

Kyiv office market divided into 3

submarkets: CBD, CDB-fringe and non-

central.

CBD is then divided into 5 key

submarkets:



KYIV OFFICE MARKET SNAPSHOT
➢ 2.1 Million sqm total stock - small market. Warsaw office market is 6+ million sqm, Budapest
– 3,9 million sqm, Prague – 3,75 million sqm, Bucharest – 2,95 million sqm

➢ Small take-up VS same scale new supply (90K VS 90K)

MAGNET BC - 52 000 GBA in 2 stages LUWR BC - 22 000 GBA 



KYIV OFFICE MARKET SNAPSHOT

➢ The IT sector is the main driver in the market, all other industries show either stable demand or
potential of partial surrender of non-occupied parts of the premises

➢ Vacancy rates increased to 14.8% (balanced market is ~10%)

➢ Downward pressure on rental rates. However asking rental rates remained unchanged since
2019, the real deal rental rates are decreased both in A class and in B class. A slight decrease is
projected

➢ Supply will exceed existing demand by significant margin over 2-year horizon

➢ Next few years will be characterized by availability of tenants to secure good conditions with
landlords. “Tenant market” will occur with 20%+ vacancy



KYIV OFFICE MARKET SNAPSHOT

➢Prime rent decreased to $25/sqm/month, after being at $27/sqm/month level in 2019

➢New development was not stopped due to COVID uncertainty providing extra pressure to the
rents. There are 6 new sizeable developments (20-50K sqm) at medium or final construction
stages to be commissioned over the next 2 years adding ca. 250 000 sqm

CAPITAL TOWERS BC- 143 000 GBA NUVO BC - 88 000 GBA 
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